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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the December edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you
informed about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

Reference Model Delivered With Librex
To avoid writer's block when it's time to configure Librex,
we now deliver the application with an example of a
document model to manage invoices. It's a simple
template that you may use for training purposes and that
can become an inspiration when it's time to create your
own document model.
This example includes a wide range of the types of
operations that can be automated by Librex like optical
character recognition or barcode extraction.
If you prefer, you may also create your new document
model based on this example ("New From..." function) and
then simply adjust your properties and extraction
automatisms on your new model.

Automate With Scheduled Tasks
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Librex enables you to define scheduled tasks that will run
with the recurrence of your choice.
In those scheduled tasks, you can execute a script with
code that is tailored to your operational requirements.
You could, for example, send by email a report giving the
quantity of documents that were scanned or consulted by
a specific user or group. Or you might send yourself a
notification about the state of your capture counters. Or
get a list of documents that were modified by a user task.
Or even fetch data in an external system and modify
documents' values in Librex based on the results of this
interrogation.
Think about the manual operations you must repetitively
do on your documents and contact us to see how
scheduled tasks could help you automate them.

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com
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